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Purpose of NIMS

9/11 and investigations

Improve response

Standardization



Underlying Assumptions

When NIMS was mandated, the federal 
government was operating on several 
assumptions:

NIMS would work as designed.

Everyone would buy-in.

Everyone would use the system (and 
in a standardized way).

The system is equally applicable to all 
places and situations.



Pre-existing NIMS Research











Summary of Key Findings

Concentration on the local level

Focus on behavior

Substantial variation in NIMS 

implementation

Intent

Actual implementation

Limitations



The Present Study



Behavioral Intent

Not at all, minimally, modest modification, as 

designed

 Intent to Implement

Daily basis

Small-scale events

Preparedness 

Resource management 

Communication and information 

Command and management 

 Index



Substantial Variation in Behavioral 

Intent
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Would have expected that, at the very 

least, counties would intend to 

implement the system as designed even 

if just to be compliant.

Counties intend to implement NIMS at 

different points along a continuum of 

behavior.



Prior to looking at actual behavior can 

conclude:

A significant number of counties intended 

to differ from NIMS’s design; and, 

Because counties intended to modify the 

system, emergency management 

potentially varies from county to county.

Could undermine the potential success of 

NIMS as an organizing mechanism.



Actual Behavior
Not at all, minimally, modest modification, as 
designed

Actual implementation behavior

Daily basis

Small-scale events

Preparedness component

Resource management component

Communication and information component

Command and management component

 Index



Substantial Variation in Actual 

Behavior
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Again, found variation along a continuum 

of behavior.

Problematic for a system that is intended 

to bring about standardization and foster 

predictability and coordination.

Standardization presumed to be critical 

to the system’s success.



Continuing Research



Preview of Coming Articles
Explaining the Current Implementation 
Behaviors of United States Counties

Emergency management specific variables 
did not explain

What does explain intent and actual

Policy characteristics

Implementer views

Local capacity (enough personnel)

EXTRA KEY VARIABLE FOR ACTUAL: 
Inter-organizational characteristics



Comparing County Emergency Manager 

Assessments of NIMS Implementation with 

that of their Counties

NOTE: Exploratory, small sample

 Initial Finding: County emergency managers 

consistently overestimated their counties 

implementation intent and actual 

implementation.



Public health and fire highest perceptions

Elected officials and school administrators 

had perceptions in the middle

Law enforcement and public works lowest 

perceptions

Thus, the intent and actual implementation of 

counties reported by county emergency 

managers in the Current Implementation 

Behavior study may have been overestimated 

(i.e., lower than reported).



Question for Discussion

What are your thoughts on the 

implications of the findings from these 

studies?


